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ABSTRACT
We present a break-glass extension for process-related rolebased access control (RBAC) models. Our extension ensures the static (design-time) and dynamic (runtime) consistency of corresponding break-glass models. The extension
is generic in the sense that it can, in principle, be used to extend arbitrary process-aware information systems or process
modeling languages with support for process-related RBAC
and corresponding break-glass policies. We implemented a
library and runtime engine that provides full platform support for all properties of our approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection—Access Controls; K.6.5 [Management of Computing and
Information Systems]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Security; Business Processes; Management;

Keywords
Role-Based Access Control; Break-Glass Policies; Processaware Information Systems;

1.

INTRODUCTION

Process-aware information systems (PAIS) can be configured via process models that define all expected execution
paths for each business process (see, e.g., [29]). Corresponding access control models specify which subjects are authorized to perform the tasks that are included in the business
processes (see, e.g., [26, 30]). While such an approach is
well suited for process instances that conform to one of the
expected execution scenarios, we encounter problems when
dealing with exceptional situations, e.g., when no authorized
subject is available to execute a particular task in case of
emergency (see, e.g., [19, 31]). Exception Handling refers to
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actions that are executed when deviations appear between
what is planned and what is actually happening (see, e.g.,
[4, 5, 17, 29]).
In recent years, role-based access control (RBAC) [7, 15]
has developed into a de facto standard for access control in
both, research and industry. In RBAC, roles correspond to
different job-positions and scopes of duty within a particular
organization or information system [24]. Access permissions
are assigned to roles according to the tasks this role has to
accomplish. Via its role memberships, each subject acquires
all permissions that are necessary to fulfill its duties. Several
extensions for RBAC exist for different application domains.
In a business process context, RBAC has been extended to
consider access permissions for tasks included in a business
process (see, e.g., [10, 13, 28, 30]).
In many organizational environments some critical tasks
exist which – in exceptional cases – must be performed by a
subject although he/she is usually not permitted to perform
these tasks. For example, if a deadline is about to expire
and the senior lawyer is not available, a junior lawyer may
be authorized to submit a written objection to the court in
order to avoid damage to the company. In case of emergency, machine operators are authorized to switch production machines into an emergency state to ensure safety for
personnel and machinery. In a hospital context, a junior
physician shall be able to perform certain tasks of a senior
physician in case of emergency. Accordingly, a PAIS has to
provide mechanisms that help to coordinate exception handling activities.
Break-glass policies have been introduced as a sophisticated exception-handling mechanism for access control policies. They supplement ordinary access control policies in
order to allow the controlled overriding of access rights (see,
e.g., [3, 9, 11, 18]). Break-glass (the term is a metaphor
relating to the act of breaking the glass to pull a fire alarm)
refers to the possibility for a subject, who is not authorized
to execute a task, to gain authorization for this task in exceptional cases. Therefore, subjects should only make use
of break-glass policies if a regular task execution is not possible (e.g., no authorized subject is available). If a breakglass policy is activated, the resulting task executions must
be carefully recorded for later audit and review. Typically,
a special review process is triggered to monitor such breakglass executions.
In this paper, we provide a generic metamodel to formally embed the break-glass policy concept into processrelated RBAC models [26]. This metamodel can be used
to extend arbitrary process modeling languages or process

engines. To demonstrate our approach, we defined a UML
extension based on this generic metamodel that allows for
modeling break-glass policies via extended UML Activity diagrams (see [22]). Moreover, we also implemented a breakglass extension to the BusinessActivity library and runtime
engine (see [25, 26]). The source code of our implementation
is available for download [1].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our formal metamodel for break-glass RBAC
models in business processes. Section 3 discusses related
work and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2.

GENERIC METAMODEL FOR PROCESSRELATED BREAK-GLASS POLICIES

To support the definition of break-glass policies in a
business process context, we formally embed them into
our generic metamodel for Process-Related RBAC models
(see [26]). In particular, we specify that certain breakable
tasks can be performed by subjects who are usually not
allowed to execute these tasks. For this purpose, override
rules regulate that members of a certain role are permitted
to perform a certain task in case of emergency (breakableby-role override). In addition to role-based break-glass
rules, our approach enables the definition of subject-specific
break-glass rules, i.e. only a certain subject is authorized
to execute a task in case of emergency (breakable-by-subject
override). Breakable-by-subject override rules are used
in cases where only certain members of a role have all
necessary competencies to perform the breakable task.
Each break-glass execution will be recorded and monitored
via a corresponding review process.
The subsequent definitions provide a generic framework
for integrating break-glass policies into a business process
context. Based on the extended metamodel presented below, we defined a UML extension [22] and implemented a
break-glass extension to the BusinessActivity library and
runtime engine [1] to demonstrate our approach. For the
purposes of this paper, Definition 1 repeats some of the definitions for Process-Related RBAC models (for details see
[23, 26]). New definitions for Process-Related Break-Glass
RBAC model s are introduced in Definitions 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Definition 1. (Process-Related RBAC Model) Let S
be a set of subjects, R a set of roles, PT a set of process types,
PI a set of process instances, TT a set of task types, TI a
set of task instances, and CC a set of context constraints.
A Process-Related RBAC Model P RM = (E, Q, D) where
E = S ∪ R ∪ PT ∪ PI ∪ TT ∪ TI refers to pairwise disjoint sets
of the model, Q = rsa ∪ tra ∪ pi ∪ ti ∪ es ∪ er to mappings
that establish relationships, and D = sme ∪ dme ∪ sb ∪ rb ∪
linkedCC ∪ f ulf illedCC to mutual exclusion, binding, and
context constraints. For the partial mappings of the metamodel (P refers to the power set):
1. The mapping rh : R 7→ P(R) is called role hierarchy. For rh(rs ) = Rj , we call rs senior role and
Rj the set of direct junior roles. The transitive closure rh∗ defines the inheritance in the role-hierarchy
such that rh∗ (rs ) = Rj ∗ includes all direct and transitive junior-roles that the senior-role rs inherits from.
The role-hierarchy is cycle-free, i.e. for each r ∈ R :
rh∗ (r) ∩ {r} = ∅.

2. The mapping rsa : S 7→ P(R) is called role-tosubject assignment. For rsa(s) = Rs , we call s ∈ S
subject and Rs ⊆ R the set of roles assigned to this
subject (the set of roles owned by s). This assignment
implies a mapping role ownership rown : S 7→ P(R)
that returns all direct and inherited roles for a subject.
The mapping rown−1 : R 7→ P(S) determines all
subjects owning a role, directly or transitively via the
role-hierarchy.
3. The mapping tra : R 7→ P(TT ) is called task-to-role
assignment. For tra(r) = Tr , we call r ∈ R role
and Tr ⊆ TT is called the set of tasks assigned to r.
This assignment implies a mapping task ownership
town : R 7→ P(TT ) which returns all tasks for a role.
The mapping town−1 : TT 7→ P(R) determines the set
of roles a task is assigned to, directly or transitively via
the role-hierarchy.
4. The mapping ptd : PT 7→ P(TT ) is called process
type definition. For ptd(pT ) = TpT , we call pT ∈
PT process type and TpT ⊆ TT the set of task types
associated with pT .
5. The mapping pi : PT 7→ P(PI ) is called process instantiation. For pi(pT ) = Pi , we call pT ∈ PT process type and Pi ⊆ PI the set of process instances
instantiated from process type pT .
6. The mapping ti : (TT × PI ) 7→ P(TI ) is called task
instantiation. For ti(tT , pI ) = Ti , we call Ti ⊆ TI
set of task instances, tT ∈ TT is called task type and
pI ∈ PI is called process instance.
7. The mapping es : TI 7→ S is called executingsubject mapping. For es(t) = s, we call s ∈ S the
executing-subject and t ∈ TI is called the executed
task instance.
8. The mapping er : TI 7→ R is called executing-role
mapping. For er(t) = r, we call r ∈ R the executingrole and t ∈ TI is called the executed task instance.
9. The mapping sb : TT 7→ P(TT ) is called subjectbinding. For sb(t1 ) = Tsb , we call t1 the subjectbinding task and Tsb ⊆ TT the set of subject-bound
tasks.
10. The mapping rb : TT 7→ P(TT ) is called role-binding.
For rb(t1 ) = Trb , we call t1 the role-binding task and
Trb ⊆ TT the set of role-bound tasks.
11. The mapping sme : TT 7→ P(TT ) is called static mutual exclusion. For sme(t1 ) = Tsme with Tsme ⊆ TT ,
we call each pair t1 and tx ∈ Tsme statically mutual
exclusive tasks.
12. The mapping dme : TT 7→ P(TT ) is called dynamic
mutual exclusion. For dme(t1 ) = Tdme with Tdme ⊆
TT , we call each pair t1 and tx ∈ Tdme dynamically
mutual exclusive tasks.
13. The mapping linkedCC : TT 7→ P(CC) is called context constraint to task linkage. For linkedCC (t) =
CCT , we call t ∈ TT constrained task and CCT ⊆ CC
the set of context constraints linked to this task.

14. The mapping f ulf illedCC : CC 7→ BOOLEAN
is called context constraint fulfillment.
For
f ulf illedCC (cc) = boolean, we call cc ∈ CC context
constraint. The mapping follows a two-valued logic
returning exactly one truth value (true or false).
Thus, the f ulf illedCC mapping returns true iff all
conditions linked to the context constraint are true.
The following definitions provide an extension to the
metamodel for Process-related RBAC models defined in
[26]. Definition 2 first specifies the new elements for
Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC models.
Definition 2. (Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC
Model). Let PRBGM = (E,Q,D,BG) be a Process-Related
Break-Glass RBAC Model, where E refers to the pairwise
disjoint sets of the metamodel, Q to mappings that establish relationships, D to binding, mutual exclusion, and context constraints, and BG to mappings for break-glass policies. Below, we define the additional mappings for breakglass policies BG (P refers to the power set):
1. To define which role is authorized to perform a certain
task, task types are assigned to roles via the task-torole assignment mapping tra (see Definition 1.3). In
addition, breakable tasks that are assigned to roles can
be executed in a break-glass scenario:
The mapping bbr : R 7→ P(TT ) is called breakableby-role override. For bbr(r) = Tb , we call r ∈ R
role and Tb ⊆ TT is called the set of breakable tasks
assigned to r. The mapping bbr−1 : TT 7→ P(R) returns all roles a particular task is assigned to via the
bbr-mapping.
2. The breakable-by-role override mapping implies a
mapping to determine all breakable tasks that are
assigned to a particular role. Note that in a rolehierarchy, each role owns the tasks that are directly
assigned to this role, as well as the tasks inherited
from its junior-roles (see Definition 1.1):
The mapping btown : R 7→ P(TT ) is called breakglass task ownership. For each r ∈ R, the tasks
inherited from
S its junior-roles are included, i.e.
btown(r) = rinh ∈rh∗ (r) bbr(rinh ) ∪ bbr(r).
The mapping btown−1 : TT 7→ P(R) determines the
set of roles a task is assigned to via a break-glass
override assignment (directly or transitively via a role
hierarchy). The btown mapping complements the task
ownership mapping (town) from Definition 1.3.
3. Breakable tasks can also be directly assigned to subjects:
The mapping bbs : S 7→ P(TT ) is called breakableby-subject override. For bbs(s) = Tb , we call s ∈ S
subject and Tb ∈ TT is the set of breakable tasks assigned to s. The mapping bbs−1 : TT 7→ P(S) returns
all subjects assigned to a particular breakable task via
the bbs-mapping.
4. A certain task instance is said to be “broken” if it
is executed by a subject via a break-glass override
assignment:
The mapping brokenTI : TI 7→ BOOLEAN is
called broken task instance mapping.
For
brokenTI (tb ) = boolean, we call tb ∈ TI task

instance with tb ∈
lows a two-valued
truth value (true or
es(tb ) ∈ bbs−1 (tT )
tt ∈ bbr(r).

ti(tT , px ). The mapping follogic returning exactly one
false): broken(tb ) = true if
∨ es(tb ) ∈ rown−1 (r) with

5. A certain process instance is said to be “broken” if
it includes at least one broken task instance (see
Definition 2.4):
The mapping brokenPI : PI 7→ BOOLEAN is
called broken process instance mapping. For
brokenPI (pb ) = boolean, we call pb ∈ PI process instance. The mapping follows a two-valued
logic returning exactly one truth value (true or
false): broken(pb ) = true if ∃tb ∈ ti(tT , pb ) with
broken(tb ) = true.
6. To determine if the use of a break-glass policy was justified, the execution of broken task instances needs to
be monitored and reviewed. Thus, if a certain process
instance is broken, a corresponding review process is
triggered. In particular, a review process has to check
all broken task instances included in the broken process instance:
The mapping review : PT 7→ PT is called review
process definition. For review(pb ) = pr , we call
pb ∈ PT process type and pr ∈ PT review process
type.
As defined above, break-glass overrides enable certain subjects or roles to perform certain tasks in emergency situations only. Therefore, the runtime allocation of ordinary
tasks on the one hand and tasks that are allocated via a
break-glass override on the other hand must be clearly separated. In particular, this means that a subject cannot accidentally perform a break-glass task. Instead, it must actively and explicitly choose to use a break-glass override. In
this context, it is important to discuss the different implications of entailment constraints, such as mutual exclusion
and binding constraints, defined in RBAC models.
SME constraints define that two statically mutual exclusive tasks must never be assigned to the same role and must
never be performed by the same subject. This type of constraint is global with respect to all process instances in the
corresponding information system. Therefore, SME constraints do not only affect runtime task execution, they already affect the task-to-role and role-to-subject assignment
relations at design-time (see, e.g., [21, 25, 27, 32]). Thus,
if we want to define that certain subjects or members of a
certain role are allowed to perform two SME tasks in exceptional (emergency) situations, we must explicitly define
a corresponding break-glass override via the bbr or bbs mappings (see Definition 2).
In contrast, DME constraints define that two dynamically
mutual exclusive tasks must never be performed by the same
subject in the same process instance. In other words: two
DME tasks can be assigned to the same role. However, to
complete a process instance which includes two DME tasks,
one needs at least two different subjects (see, e.g., [21, 25,
27, 32]). In a break-glass scenario, DME tasks are different from SME tasks because one (or more) subjects may
legally own two DME tasks (and are thereby competent and
empowered to perform both tasks–see, e.g., [11]). Thus, in
case a subject already owns two DME tasks via the tra and

rsa mappings (see Definition 1) we do not need to define
an additional bbr or bbs override assignment for the same
tasks. Instead, we ”only” need to allow that these subjects
are permitted to break the DME constraint (of tasks they
already own) in emergency situations. An abuse of this option is prevented because a break-glass allocation is always
conducted on purpose and cannot be performed accidentally,
and because each broken process instance is reviewed (see
Definition 2.6).
In contrast to mutual exclusion constraints, binding constraints define that the same role or subject who performed
a taskx must also perform a bound tasky . Therefore, bound
tasks must be assigned to the same subject or role in order
to ensure the satisfiability of the corresponding business processes (see, e.g. [6, 20]). However, in a break-glass scenario
it may be necessary to break a binding constraint and perform a break-glass reallocation for tasks that have already
been allocated due to the transitivity of binding constraints
(see also [25]). For example, such a situation may arise if
the subject who is allocated to a tasky because of a binding constraint has an accident and therefore cannot perform
tasky . In such a situation, we can perform a break-glass
reallocation if the delay of tasky would result in an emergency. Again, an abuse of this option is prevented because
a break-glass allocation is always conducted on purpose and
cannot be performed accidentally, and because each broken
process instance is reviewed (see Definition 2.6).
Based on the discussion above, we define two types of
correctness for Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC models.
Static correctness refers to the design-time consistency of
the elements and relationships in the Break-Glass RBAC
Model. Dynamic correctness refers to the compliance of process instances with the break-glass definition as well as with
entailment and context constraints at runtime. Definition 3
provides static correctness rules that must hold in addition
to the rules for Process-Related RBAC models presented in
[26].
Definition 3. (Static Correctness). Let PRBGM =
(E,Q,D,CX,BG) be a Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC
Model. PRBGM is said to be statically correct if the following requirements hold:
1. Each role is allowed to own a task either regularly or
via a break-glass override assignment. To separate regular task ownerships from break-glass task ownerships,
we need to ensure that no task is assigned to a certain
role via both mappings:
∀tT ∈ TT : town−1 (tT ) ∩ btown−1 (tT ) = ∅

both mappings:
∀tT ∈ TT , r ∈ R
bbs−1 (tT ) = ∅

3. Each subject is allowed to own a task either regularly
(via its role memberships) or via a breakable-by-subject
override assignment. To separate regular task ownerships from breakable task ownerships, we need to ensure that no task is assigned to a certain subject via

tT ∈ town(r) : rown−1 (r) ∩

Definition 4 specifies rules for the dynamic correctness of
Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC models. These rules
need to be fulfilled at runtime, i.e. when executing a certain
process instance. They extend the dynamic correctness rules
for Process-Related RBAC models specified in [26].
Definition 4. (Dynamic Correctness). Let PRBGM
= (E,Q,D,CX,BG) be a Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC
Model and PI its set of process instances. PRBGM is said
to be dynamically correct if the following requirements hold:
1. For each broken process instance, there has to exist a
corresponding review process:
∀pb ∈ pi(pT )

with

broken(pb ) = true : ∃pr ∈ review(pT )

2. For all broken task instances within the same process
instance, the executing-subjects of SME tasks do not
have to be different:
if

∃pb ∈ PI with broken(pb ) = true then
∀tx ∈ ti(t1 , pb ), ∀ty ∈ ti(t2 , pb ) with t2 ∈ sme(t1 )
broken(tx ) = true :
(es(tx ) 6= es(ty ) ∨ es(tx ) = es(ty ))

and

3. For all broken task instances within the same process
instance, the executing-subjects of DME tasks do not
have to be different:
if

∃pb ∈ PI with broken(pb ) = true then
∀tx ∈ ti(t1 , pb ), ∀ty ∈ ti(t2 , pb ) with t2 ∈ dme(t1 )
broken(tx ) = true :
(es(tx ) 6= es(ty ) ∨ es(tx ) = es(ty ))

and

4. For all broken task instances within the same process
instance, the executing-role of role-bound tasks does
not have to be the same:
if

∃pb ∈ PI with broken(pb ) = true then
∀tx ∈ ti(t1 , pb ), ∀ty ∈ ti(t2 , pb ) with t2 ∈ rb(t1 )
broken(tx ) = true :
(er(tx ) 6= er(ty ) ∨ er(tx ) = er(ty ))

and

5. For all broken task instances within the same process
instance, the executing-subject of subject-bound tasks
does not have to be the same:
if

2. Each subject is allowed to own a task either regularly
(via its role memberships) or via a breakable-by-role
override assignment. To separate regular task ownerships from breakable task ownerships, we need to ensure that no task is assigned to a certain subject via
both mappings:
∀tT ∈ TT , r1 , r2 ∈ R with tT ∈ btown(r1 ) and tT ∈
town(r2 ) : rown−1 (r1 ) ∩ rown−1 (r2 ) = ∅

with

∃pb ∈ PI with broken(pb ) = true then
∀tx ∈ ti(t1 , pb ), ∀ty ∈ ti(t2 , pb ) with t2 ∈ sb(t1 )
broken(tx ) = true :
(es(tx ) 6= es(ty ) ∨ es(tx ) = es(ty ))

and

6. For all broken task instances within the same process
instance, context constraints do not have to be fulfilled (remember that all broken process instances are
reviewed, see Definitions 2.6 and 4.1):
if

∃pb ∈ PI with broken(pb ) = true then
∀tx ∈ ti(tT , pb ) with broken(tx ) = true
if ccx ∈ linkedCC (tT ) then
(f ulf illedCC (ccx ) = true ∨
f ulf illedCC (ccx ) = f alse)

Furthermore, the execution history of a process instance p
must reflect which subject has executed which task instance.
For this purpose, Definition 5 specifies the execution history
h(p) of a Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC model which
includes a record of all broken process instances.
Definition 5. (Execution History). Let P RBGM =
(E, Q, D, CX, BG) be a Process-Related Break-Glass RBAC
Model and PI its set of process instances. For a particular process instance p ∈ PI , an execution event exec(p) ∈
(TI × TT × R × S) is a record of a particular task execution
where TI refers to the set of task instances, TT to the set
of corresponding task types, R to the set of executing-roles,
and S to the set of executing-subjects. The execution history h(p) of a process instance p is defined as a mapping
h : PI 7→ P({(tx , tt , r, s) | tx ∈ TI , tt ∈ TT , r ∈ R, s ∈ S}),
which maps h(p) to a set of execution events exec(p) (for
further details, see [26]).
The execution history includes a record of all broken process instances. For a particular broken process instance, i.e.
broken(pi ) = true, the broken task instances, corresponding
executing-subjects, and executing-roles are documented. The
break-glass execution history hb (pb ) of a process instance pb
is defined as a mapping hb : PI 7→ P({(tb , tt , rb , sb ) | tb ∈
TI , tt ∈ TT , broken(tb ) = true, sb = es(tb ), rb = er(tb )})
with hb ⊆ h.

3.

RELATED WORK

Several approaches exist to integrate break-glass policies
into access control models. For example, the optimistic security principle [14] aims to handle exceptional cases. In
[14], any access is legitimate and is thus granted. A similar
approach is presented by Ardagna et al. [2]. They introduce
a break-glass approach where an action can be performed
either by finding a corresponding emergency policy or by
granting a break-glass override. In both approaches, the enforcement of security policies is retrospective, and relies on
administrators to detect unreasonable accesses and subsequently take steps to compensate undesired behavior. Such
approaches, however, cause an immense burden for administrators.
The break-the-glass RBAC (BTG-RBAC) model [8] specifies for each permission-to-role assignment if a break-glass
override is allowed or not. Moreover, obligations can be
specified to define arbitrary actions that must be performed
in case of a break-glass override. In [3], a break-glass extension for SecureUML is provided. The resulting SecureUML
break-glass policies can then be transformed into XACML.
However, this approach does not consider break-glass decisions in connection with dynamic mutual exclusion or binding constraints.
Only few contributions exist to integrate the concept of
break-glass policies into a business process context. In [30]
Wainer et al. present an RBAC model for workflow systems.
They also extend this model via exception handling functionalities that allow the controlled overriding of entailment
constraints in case of emergency. To achieve this, each constraint is associated with a certain level of priority. On the
other hand, roles hold override privileges according to their
level of responsibility. A comprehensive overview of exception handling patterns – including resource reallocation – is
provided in [19].
Several other approaches exist that deal with process

adaptations and process evolutions in order to flexibly
handle different types of exceptions in process-aware information systems. For example, [16] provides a formal model
to support dynamic structural changes of process instances.
A set of change operations is defined that can be applied by
users in order to modify a process instance execution path,
while maintaining its structural correctness and consistency.
In [31], change patterns and change support features are
identified and several process management systems are
evaluated regarding their ability to support process changes.
Exception handling via structural adaptations of process
models are also considered in [17]. In particular, several
correctness criteria and their application to specific process
metamodels are discussed. In [12], a survey on flexibility
criteria for business process management systems is presented. Amongst others, clearly defined responsibilities for
tasks and sophisticated exception handling mechanisms
are identified as important flexibility requirements for
process-aware information systems. In comparison to our
work, these approaches have in common that processes
must be changed in order to handle exceptional situations.
The main goal of our approach is to maintain the designed
process flow, while ensuring that only authorized subjects
are allowed to participate in a workflow.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a break-glass extension for
process-related RBAC models. In order to handle emergency scenarios in a controlled manner, break-glass policies
define which subjects are allowed to execute certain tasks in
case of emergency. Our approach is generic in the sense that
it can be used to extend arbitrary process-aware information systems or process modeling languages with support for
process-related RBAC and corresponding break-glass policies. We used our approach to define a break-glass extension
for UML activity diagrams [22] and to implement an extension for the BusinessActivity library and runtime engine[1].
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